Photo Frenzy 2019
Birds of Prey (Field Trip $45.00)

John Dykstra & Ed Post

We will travel by bus to a local preserve to photograph birds
of prey including red-tailed hawk, great horned owl, peregrine
falcon, etc. The birds are placed on natural perches, with natural habitat backgrounds. They are controlled by a handler and
will be posed outside in natural settings in an open field. Bring
tripod and a long lens. Please note: if the field trip is cancelled
due to inclement weather, a fee of $10.00 will be kept to offset
the cost of the non-refundable bus.
Night Shoot in Downtown Holland (Photowalk 9:00pm)

Tom Dwyer

Night photography in any downtown community offers opportunities most of us never take the time to experience.
The City of Holland is no exception. This experience will
challenge us with opportunities ranging from a star-filled
sky, to streetlights and shadows, from colored lights to window reflections, from the motion of traffic to the mysteries
of silhouettes. A brief afternoon “Introduction to night photography” with Tom will help us prepare for this exciting
shoot after sunset.
Blacklight Photography

Mike Koole / Mike Mitchell

Creating tabletop photography under black light is fun and creative.
We will show you how it's done. Just bring your camera and tripod
and give it a try.

Photo Frenzy 2019
Light Tables

Mike Koole / Mike Mitchell

The Savage Product Pro LED Light Table is great for High-Key
Product / Table Top applications. A variety of props will be
available for you to set up your own Light Table display to photograph. Mike and Mike will help you to get the correct lighting
for the objects you have chosen to use. Bring your camera and
tripod and get creative.

Fashion Portrait

Joe Edelman
Joe will introduce to the fun and creative world of fashion photography. He will show you ways to photograph a high fashion
model and give you a chance to try your hand at it.

Open Macro Shoot
Try your hand at shooting macro! Lou and Todd will have a variety
of tabletop stations available for you to practice shooting macro subjects with different backgrounds, lightboxes, and much more. They
will provide many interesting subjects to shoot, as well as hands-on
coaching to assist with staging your compositions. They will help
you see differently, give instant feedback on your compositions, and
help you work your subjects. REQUIREMENT: Camera;
STRONGLY RECOMMENDED: Tripod

Lou & Todd Nettelhorst

Photo Frenzy 2019
Photo Frenzy Printing

John Gregor
Do you have a special image that you really want to see in
print? Have questions why your prints don’t turn out the
way you expect them to? Bring an image file and go
through the print process. Master fine art printer John
Gregor will be on hand to guide you through the process
and address why your images look different in print then
they do on the computer screen. And the best part of this
session is that you get a free print to take home!

Posing Techniques from A to Z

Tim Priest M.Photog.,Cr.

Tim will lecture, demonstrate and illustrate the fine art and
rules of posing your female and male subjects, as well as
couples and groups. Using both a visual presentation, as well
as a live demonstration with models, you will walk away
with a new skill set of the do’s and don’ts of posing.

Water Drop Photography -

Mike Mitchell / Mike Koole
Have you ever wondered how those impressive pictures of
water drops colliding are made? We will show you how
it's done, what you need to create these kinds of images,
and give you an opportunity using your own camera and
tripod to try your hand at making some yourself.

